Introduction
The awareness of the influence of season on human health has been discussed since Hippocrates. Typically in the northern hemisphere countries mortality peaks can be found during winter, i.e., between January and March.
Studies have related a multitude of causes of death to seasonal incidence namely on cardio-respiratory diseases and infectious disease. In developed countries, a shift from a summer peak in mortality towards a winter peak has been observed. Also, in tropical countries this has been an important subject for studies. For instance, in Bangladesh a study revealed a relation between sex and seasonal variations in mortality by all causes and in specific causes. According to the authors, the association may find an explanation in the high prevalence of infectious and diarrhoeal diseases.
Apart from climate, cultural and behavioural aspects apparently play a major role in shaping the seasonal distribution of mortality. Several demographic studies claim that mortality measures the ecological and social conditions of the environment and accordingly, men and women show a different susceptibility to seasonal environmental risk, that could be reflected age of death related to each disease throughout life. A mortality study conducted between 1997 and 2007 in the United States population revealed that females appear more susceptible to seasonality then males. However, there are studies on seasonality that included the gender effect in which no significant difference was found regarding "all causes" mortality by.
Throughout this document the reader will find a description of the results obtained after the systematic application of a spectral decomposition method to "Some infectious and parasitic diseases (ICD-9: 001-139, ICD-10: A00-B99)" by sex, in three different periods of time, (from now on referred as): overall time period: 1980-2012; past time period 1980-1996; recent time period 1997-2012. This study aims to explore differences between the seasonal fluctuations and trend in mortality between sexes during the three time periods defined in Portugal.
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Methodology
The daily mortality data (1980-2012) by "Some infectious and parasitic diseases (ICD-9: 001-139, ICD-10: A00-B99)" were kindly provided by the National Statistics Institute. This group of cause of death were coded as in the Volume I of the International Classification of Diseases, 9th and 10th Revisions: ICD-9 (from AAAA to AAAA) and ICD-10 (since AAAA) respectively (WHO, 1975 and 2010) , and stratified by sex.
This study had a retrospective character in relation to the phenomena under study were kindly provided by the National Statistics Institute of Portugal. The statistical methods used to identify seasonality and periodicities were suggested by Brockwell and Davis [1] . They suggested the application of a test that allows analyzing the null hypothesis that the analysed series is white noise, needed to represent the empirical distribution function and use of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to examine the compatibility of this function with the uniform distribution function. A Fourier series was then used to represent functions with periodicities. It was, also, constructed the periodgram to identify periodicities in the data series, and used the Priestley test to determine statistical significance of those periodicities. After periodicities detection, and respective statistical significance estimation, we defined a procedure to allow a better viewing of the mortality fluctuation associated with these periodicities by season and month [2, 3] . In summary, we summed the positive and negative contributions from all the mortality time series in the different seasonal time periods, based in the defined frequencies [4] . Table 1 .
Results
Mortality by infectious and parasitic diseases revealed, in the overall period, a biannual periodicity in both men and women. This periodicity was, also, found in the most recent time period but only in females [5] [6] [7] . It was also disclosed an annual periodicity in males in overall and recent time periods. Results indicated an increasing trend for both sexes in all time periods, except in the most recent time period in males, where there was evidence of a decreasing trend. In the three time periods, males showed a higher number of deaths compared to females (Table 1) . Graphical representations, for the annual pattern, showed, for male during the overall and most recent time periods, positive contributions during winter and autumn, and negative contributions during spring and summer. Monthly variation showed during overall and the most recent time periods positive contributions from January to April, November and December and negative contributions from the rest of the months of the year (Figures 1 and 2) . Citation: Rodrigues EF, Dias CM, Machado AC (2016) "Some Infectious and Parasitic Diseases" Mortality Peridicities, Seasonality and Trend, by Sex, in Portugal (1980 -2012 Table 1 : Results by sex for the trend and periodicities for "Some infectious and parasitic diseases (ICD-9: 001-139, ICD-10, A00-B99)" in each of the three time periods studied.
Graphical representations, for the biannual pattern, showed positive contributions during the winter and summer and negative contributions in spring and autumn during the overall time period in both sexes and most recent time period only in females (Figures 3 and  4 ). Monthly fluctuation reveal positive contributions during January to March and July to September during overall and most recent time periods and negative contributions from April to June and October to December during overall and the most recent time periods in females [8] [9] [10] . Males revealed positive contributions during January to March, July August and December and negative contributions from the others months of the year during the overall time period ( Figures 5 and 6 ).
Discussion
In the most recent time period mortality by "Some infectious and parasitic diseases" revealed apparent "new" annual and biannual periodicities in females and males, respectively. It is interesting to see that in the overall time period the biannual periodicity is also present in male sex. When focusing in the biannual monthly fluctuation of the overall time period, it is possible to see some differences between the two sexes: males have contributions from 8 in 12 months (January, February, April, May, July, August, October and November) while in female all the months of the year contribute to this pattern [11] .
Regarding trend, mortality by "Some infectious and parasitic diseases" revealed in both sexes and in the three time periods increased mortality rates, except in males during the most recent time period that revealed a decrease over time (Table 1 ). It is possible; also, to see in Figure 7 that the number of deaths trend by sex, appear to have many modifications along the years. There was a decrease in the 80's and then an increase in the 90's in both sexes (more pronounced in males) [12] [13] [14] . After that, the number of deaths by these causes stabilized and showed a decreasing trend in males and had an intense increase since 2001 in females. These figures also reveal that since 2011 the numbers of deaths by these causes for both sexes are almost the same. To understand this pattern a more in-depth look is needed in the mortality by specific causes that contribute to the infectious and parasitic group of diseases.
The three major causes of death that contribute to the "Some infectious and parasitic diseases group are Tuberculosis (ICD: 010-018, ICD-10, A15-A19, B90), other bacterial diseases (ICD: 030-041, ICD-10, A30-A49) and Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection (ICD: 042-044, ICD-10, B20-B24). When we look at these three causes of death, the differences between the mortality of both sexes seem to be explained by variations in mortality mainly by Tuberculosis ( Figure 8 ) and HIV ( Figure 10 ). For this two causes, mortality rates in women varied little but the values for men had a pronounced decline indicating global increases mortality in women. To this increase (which actually could be a proportional increase) we could add the increased mortality from "Other bacterial diseases" (Figure 9 ) which is more evident in women (probably associated with a higher life expectancy and changes in behaviour).
This change of behaviour (economical and social) in Portugal had two significant moments; in the 80's just after the revolution and in the 90 ' s after joining to the European Union. The former one brought female freedom in social, cultural and labour market, while the second brought a substantial improvement of salaries and the possibility of travelling and discover social realities. Nevertheless, it is important to study more profoundly this differences in the seasonality and trend between men and women and its potential causes [15] [16] [17] . Finally, the knowledge that there are differences between the two sexes in mortality by " Some infectious and parasitic diseases " seasonality may be useful both for improving the timing of health education actions to the population, as well as for a better management of health units not only of health care but also of health resources [18] [19] [20] . On the other hand the differences between the sexes in trend of this type of pathologies over time should be useful for health policy makers to a Citation: Rodrigues EF, Dias CM, Machado AC (2016) "Some Infectious and Parasitic Diseases" Mortality Peridicities, Seasonality and Trend, by Sex, in Portugal (1980 -2012 
better prepare of the future in terms of social actions that can prevent this type of pathologies. 
